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ABSTRACT
Electric vehicle (EV) charging stations represent a substantial load
with significant flexibility. Balancing such load with model-free
demand response (DR) based on reinforcement learning (RL) is
an attractive approach. We build on previous RL research using
a Markov decision process (MDP) to simultaneously coordinate
multiple charging stations. The previously proposed approach is
computationally expensive in terms of large training times, limiting
its feasibility and practicality. We propose to a priori force the
control policy to always fulfill any charging demand that does not
offer any flexibility at a given point, and thus use an updated cost
function. We compare the policy of the newly proposed approach
with the original (costly) one, for the case of load flattening, in terms
of (i) processing time to learn the RL-based charging policy, and
(ii) overall performance of the policy decisions in terms of meeting
the target load for unseen test data.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Demand response (DR) algorithms ensure demand-supply balance
in smart grids with intermittent renewable energy resources and
new loads (e.g., electric vehicles, EVs). Traditional approaches for
coordinating EV charging [1] cast DR as an optimization prob-
lem (e.g., model predictive control, MPC). However, this approach
requires accurate models (e.g., of user behavior, energy demand,
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available flexibility) which in practice are uncertain. Furthermore,
such approaches do not generalize from one scenario to the other.
This paper improves upon the reinforcement learning (RL) ap-
proach of [2] by reducing the computational complexity and dataset
requirements in the MDP definition and RL training through (i) an
updated cost function, and (ii) a reduced state-action space in MDP,
resulting in a smaller exploration dataset. We contribute with:
• An updated MDP with a new cost function (§2);
• Training RL policies for both the original [2] and updated cost
functions (using the algorithm summarized in §2);
• Simulation experiments (§3) evaluating both old and new policies,
to answer the following questions (§4): (Q1) What reduction
of training time and computational complexity does the new
approach achieve? (Q2) How does varying the parameters of
input training data impact the training time? (Q3) Does the new
approach affect the resulting RL policy’s performance?
2 ALGORITHM
We now summarize (i) the Markov decision process for jointly
coordinate charging a set of EVs, and (ii) a batch reinforcement
learning algorithm for training the control policy.
State and Actions: State and actions are defined similarly as in [2].
Cost Function: We aim to flatten the aggregate EV charging load,
while ensuring that every EV is fully charged before departing. The
original proposition in [2] combined both aims as separate parts in
the cost for transitioning from state s to s ′ by taking action us :
C(s,us , s ′)old ≜ Cdemand(xs ,us ) +Cpenalty(xs ′), (1)
where Cdemand(xs ,us ) is the (quadratic) power consumption from
all connected EVs in the decision timeslot.Cpenalty(xs ′) is the penalty
for unfinished charging, defined to dominate theCdemand cost. Thus,
Cpenalty is activated when a car would move below the main di-
agonal in the state representation (where ∆tcharge > ∆tdepart), to
ensure fully charging all EVs before they depart.
Our newly defined cost for taking action us to get from state s
to s ′ amounts to the charging power demand cost only:
C(s,us , s ′)updated ≜ Cdemand(xs ,us ), (2)
We no longer define the penalty term because we a priori impose
the policy to charge all cars without flexibility at a given point (i.e.,
those for which ∆tcharge = ∆tdepart, thus ∆tflex = 0), rather than
having it learn to do that from experiencing a high penalty cost.
Size of State-Action Space: Compared to [2], our updated action
space is smaller, because we do not allow to exploit flexibility where
there is none. The total number of possible actions from a given
state in the original algorithm (where, for each flexibility ∆tflex = d
we could charge any number of cars between [0,xtotals (d)]) is:
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|Us |old =
Smax−1∏
d=0
(
xtotals (d) + 1
)
. (3)
This is reduced to (note the range of index d in the product):
|Us |updated = 1 +
Smax−1∏
d=1
(
xtotals (d) + 1
)
. (4)
The first term in Eq. (4) reflects the single “choice” we have for cars
without flexibility (for d = 0, where ∆tflex = 0). This also shrinks
the exploration space for the RL agent (see F below).
Value function: The learning objective is to minimize the expected
T -step accumulated cost, expressed for a given policy π via a state-
action value function Qπ (s,us ). We use the same approach as [2].
Batch Reinforcement Learning: As in [2, Algorithm 1], we use fitted
Q-iteration (FQI), to approximate Q̂∗(s,u) from past experiences F
generated using a non-optimum (e.g., random) policy. The experi-
ence set F depends on the cost function used:
• F1 (old cost implementation): Generate all possible actions for a
given state, and use the cost function from Eq. (1).
• F2 (updated cost implementation): Only allow actions from the
updated space-action tree, and use the cost function from Eq. (2).
It is clear that |F1 | > |F2 |. Each experience set containing tuples
(s,us , s ′,C(s,us , s ′)) is used separately to train an optimum policy
Q̂∗(s,u), which is then evaluated for the testing period.
3 EXPERIMENT SETUP
We use an Intel Xeon E5645 3.1 GHz processor and 16GB RAM.
Training time: Defined as the time it takes for RL agent to be trained.
Data for constructing the experiences F is generated for ∆t ∈
{1, 3, 5, 7, 9 months} within the range between Jan. 1, 2015 ans Sep.
30, 2015 similar to [2].
Cost comparison: The last 3 months of 2015 are used as the test set
for evaluation, i.e., Btest = {ei |i = 274, . . . , 365} containing 92 days.
Following costs are calculated and compared to analyze the various
policies: (1) CRL,updated: cost of the policy trained with the updated
cost; (2) CRL,old: cost of the policy obtained by [2]; (3) CBAU: cost
of the business-as-usual (BAU) policy1; (4) Copt: for an optimum
policy, derived from optimization with perfect knowledge of future
EV connections; (5) Cheur: for a discrete-action heuristic. The latter
heuristic policy assumes that individual EVs are charged uniformly
over their entire connection time.2
4 RESULTS
Figure 1 shows the training time for each of the old and new policies,
i.e., using the respective cost functions Eq. (1)–(2), to answer re-
search questionsQ1 andQ2. We note that our updated cost function
and resulting policy achieves a reduction of training time compared
1BAU means we continuously charge each EV upon arrival.
2Specifically, the heuristic spreads the c slots that the EV needs to charge over the total
available number of slots d . This amounts to distributing d − c no-charge slots evenly
over the total number of d slots, thus splitting them into d − c + 1 parts. Assuming for
simplicity that c ≥ d/2, this means we insert a no-charge slot every ⌊d/(d − c + 1)⌋
other slots. (For c < d/2, we analogously distribute ‘charge’ slots evenly over the
majority of ‘no-charge’ slots.)
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Figure 1: Policy training time for varying Ntraj, i.e., number
of sampled trajectories per day, and a training data period
of ∆t = 5 months.
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Figure 2: Normalized costs for increasing Ntraj.
to the old ones (from [2]) in the range of 42%–54% (for 5k–20k
sampled trajectories per training day; averages over 5 runs). We
noted similar reductions for other training data period spans, i.e.,
∆t ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 9 months}.
Figure 2 compares the normalized cost achieved by our new
approach with that of [2] as well as the baselines from §3. We note
how normalized costs for the various RL policies vary with increas-
ing training sets, in terms of (a) number of sampled trajectories per
training day, and (b) training period time spans. Comparing old
and new cost policies, we note no significant difference in the nor-
malized cost (i.e., CRL,updated ≈ CRL,old). We conclude for Q3 that
performance of both old and new approaches is statistically similar
(over multiple training sets). We note that both clearly outperform
the per-EV uniform load-spreading heuristic (Cheur).
We conclude that compared to [2], our new RL approach achieves
similar control policy performance, but learns its policy in a signifi-
cantly shorter training time. Future work includes evaluating an
ϵ-greedy RL approach for the new MDP definition.
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